
Exch. Descr. LTP* Exch. LTP*

CMDTY Gold 995 - Ahmedabad 48440.00 CMDTY 48570

CMDTY Gold 995 - Bangalore 48350.00 CMDTY 48500

CMDTY Gold 995 - Chennai 48295.00 CMDTY 48445

CMDTY Gold 995 - Cochin 48300.00 CMDTY 48450

CMDTY Gold 995 - Delhi 48450.00 CMDTY 48600

CMDTY Gold 995 - Hyderabad 42250.00 CMDTY 42400

CMDTY Gold 995 - Jaipur 42295.00 CMDTY 42415

CMDTY Gold 995 - Mumbai 48500.00 CMDTY 48650

LTP* Exch. Descr. LTP

50325.00 DGCX 1736.20

50275.00 DGCX 47158.00

50300.00 DGCX 18.30

50300.00

38520.00

38490.00 LTP

50450.00 1740.25

50380.00 1742.15

* Rates including GST 18.16

# The above rate are IBJA PM rates * Rates are exclusive of GST 02 Jun 2020 (Tuesday) 

Period

1 Week

1 Month

3 Month

6 Month

1 Year
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Descr.

* Rates including GST

02 Jun 2020 (Tuesday) 

01 Jun 2020 (Monday) 

29 May 2020 (Friday) 

Date Gold*

47075.00

Silver*

49540.00

GOLD 29JUL2020

Gold and Silver Fix

Price Performance
Gold MCX Silver MCX

Period

1 Week

1 Month

45914

46093

Silver London FIX

Gold London PM FIX

GOLD QUANTO 30JUL2020

SILVER 26JUN2020

Gold 999 - Chennai

Gold 999 - Cochin

Gold 999 - Delhi

Gold 999 - Hyderabad

Gold 999 - Jaipur

Gold 999 - Mumbai

Bullion Futures on DGCX

75.09

76.31 74.48

Important Support for Rupee 

Where Importer can look to 

book his today's payment

Important Support for MCX 

Gold Where Physical Player 

can look to fix his Buying Price

Important Resistance for 

Rupee Where Exporter can 

look to book his today's 

receivable

Important Resistance for MCX 

Gold Where Physical Player 

can look to fix his Sell Price 47202

47023

Gold London AM FIX

Gold Spot 995 Gold Spot 999

Descr.

Gold 999 - Ahmedabad

Gold 999 - Bangalore
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75.70

47043.00 49330.00

46929.00 48435.00

Silver Spot 999 Gold Ratios

Gold Silver Ratio

94.86

Gold Crude Ratio

16.95

Descr.

Silver 999 - Ahmedabad

Silver 999 - Bangalore

Silver 999 - Chennai

Silver 999 - Delhi

Silver 999 - Hyderabad

Silver 999 - Jaipur

Silver 999 - Kolkata

Silver 999 - Mumbai

3 Month

6 Month

1 Year

Performance %

1.22

3.01

9.74

19.01

32.26 1 Year 27.56

USDINR

Performance %

-0.73

-0.76

4.72

4.58

7.00

Period Performance %

1 Week 5.85

1 Month 15.74

3 Month 8.15

6 Month 11.48
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-580.00

-1.23

Silver Maket Update

14700

-4.20

Open Interest

Cng in OI (%)

Value Change

% Change

Oct-Aug 123.00

Sep-Jul

Dec-Oct

Volume

Gold yesterday settled down by -1.23% at 46558 as hopes for a gradual recovery in economic growth rose following easing of lockdowns, though deteriorating U.S.-

China relations and fears over the spread of the coronavirus amid protests in the United States limited losses. The U.S. is likely to revoke Hong Kong's special status,

and China would retaliate by limiting purchase of U.S. products- putting the Sino-U.S. trade deal in doubt, and providing support to gold; while the easing of

lockdowns is capping gains. In a sign that the worst of the economic downturn from the coronavirus pandemic might be over, U.S. manufacturing activity crawled

up slightly from an 11-year low, and China's factory activity unexpectedly returned to growth in May. Manufacturing activity in the U.S. contracted at a slightly slower

rate in the month of May, according to a report released by the Institute for Supply Management. The ISM said its purchasing managers index rose to 43.1 in May

from 41.5 in April, coming in just below estimates for a reading of 43.6. Reflecting investor sentiment, SPDR Gold Trust , the world's largest gold-backed exchange-

traded fund, said its holdings rose 0.5% to 1,128.40 tonnes on Monday, the highest in seven years. Technically market is under long liquidation as market has witnessed

drop in open interest by -4.2% to settled at 14700 while prices down -580 rupees, now Gold is getting support at 46266 and below same could see a test of 45974

levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 47025, a move above could see prices testing 47492.

Gold Market Update

SELL GOLD AUG 2020 @ 46700 SL 46900 TGT 46440-46150.MCX

Gold price faces negative pressure to test the EMA50, reminding you that holding above 1719.00 keeps the bullish trend scenario valid for the upcoming

period, as breaking it will press on the price to head towards 1691.10 before any new attempt to rise, noting that our first target is located at 1764.00.

Today's 

View & 

Outlook

9639

Market View

Open 51235.00

High

Low

-596.00

High

779.00

Dec-Sep 1125.00

Volume 34385
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Open

Market View

47197.00

47200.00

46441.00

46558.00

Open Interest

Today's 

View & 

Outlook

SELL SILVER JUL 2020 @ 49250 SL 49800 TGT 48560-48150.MCX

Silver price continues to fluctuate within sideways track around 18.20, accompanied by stochastic move towards the oversold areas, waiting to get

enough positive motive to push the price to resume the main bullish trend, which its next main target located at 18.93, reminding you that it is important

to hold above 17.77 as an initial condition to continue the suggested rise.

Cng in OI (%)

11757

Silver yesterday settled down by -3.03% at 49080 as some of the optimism about recovering industrial demand weakened in the face of widespread riots across the

U.S. and reports that China was pressuring state buyers not to buy U.S. agricultural goods. Data showing an expansion in China's manufacturing activity in the month

of May, and tensions between the U.S. and China over the latter imposing a security law on Hong Kong limited downside. Meanwhile, Beijing has warned

Washington of retaliation after U.S. President Donald Trump announced that the United States would ban some Chinese graduate students and start reversing Hong

Kong's special status in customs and other areas. US manufacturing activity eased off an 11-year low in May, the strongest sign yet that the worst of the economic

downturn was behind as businesses reopen, though the recovery from the COVID-19 crisis could take years because of high unemployment. The Institute for Supply

Management (ISM) said its index of national factory activity rose to a reading of 43.1 last month from 41.5 in April, which was the lowest level since April 2009. A

reading below 50 indicates contraction in manufacturing, which accounts for 11% of the U.S. economy. It comes after China’s Caixin/Markit Purchasing Managers

Index (PMI) showed a marginal but unexpected improvement in factory activity last month. Technically market is under long liquidation as market has witnessed

drop in open interest by -9.51% to settled at 11757 while prices down -1531 rupees, now Silver is getting support at 48097 and below same could see a test of 47114

levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 50649, a move above could see prices testing 52218.

-9.51

51235.00

Low 48683.00

Close 49080.00

Value Change -1531.00

% Change -3.03

Close
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Market View

Open

 USDINR Update

Low

75.7525

High 75.8325

% Change -0.54

Jul-Jun 0.22

Aug-Jul 0.22

Today's 

View & 

Outlook

SELL USDINR JUN 2020 @ 75.45 SL 75.65 TGT 75.28-75.10. NSE Cng in OI (%) 0.64

Rupee gained as investors looked past the cut in the nation’s credit rating by Moody’s Investors Service to the lowest investment grade. Technically

market is under fresh selling as market has witnessed gain in open interest while prices down -0.39 rupees, now USDINR is getting support at 75.1675 and

below same could see a test of 74.8925 level, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 75.775, a move above could see prices testing 76.1075. 

USDINR yesterday settled down by -0.54% at 75.3275 as investors looked past the cut in the nation’s credit rating by Moody’s Investors Service to the lowest

investment grade. Moody’s Investors Service downgraded India’s credit rating to a notch above junk, citing a prolonged period of slow growth, rising debt and

persistent stress in parts of the financial system. Investors, however, were focusing on the imminent reopening of the Indian economy after a months-long lockdown

to curb coronavirus infections, with the near-term outlook mostly priced in. The downgrade didn’t come as a surprise as India’s economy had started to slow even

before the virus outbreak. Prime Minister Narendra Modi asserted that India will definitely get its growth back and he has trust in India's business leaders, farmers,

MSMEs and the capability of the countrymen to reach that target. "Yes, we will definitely get our growth back," the Prime Minister asserted. He said that the private

sector is a participant in India's growth story and he will stand by India Inc in getting growth back. The PM said that the we have to take care of the economy while

taking every possible action against the virus. The PM said that he has confidence in the capability, talent, innovation, intellect of Indians. He said that he trusts India's

MSME, farmers and industry leaders who will work towards getting India's growth back. The Financial Benchmark India Private Ltd (FBIL) set the reference rate for the

rupee/dollar at 75.5871 Technically market is under fresh selling as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 0.64% to settled at while prices down -0.4125 rupees,

now USDINR is getting support at 75.09 and below same could see a test of 74.85 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 75.7, a move above could see

prices testing 76.07.

75.2250

Close 75.3275

1562062

Volume 1919214

Open Interest

Value Change -0.4125
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Gold prices slipped as hopes for a gradual recovery in economic growth rose following easing of lockdowns, though deteriorating U.S.-China relations

and fears over the spread of the coronavirus amid protests in the United States limited losses. U.S. manufacturing activity crawled up slightly from an 11-

year low, and China's factory activity unexpectedly returned to growth in May.

India's May gold imports fall 99% from a year ago to 1.4 tonnes - India’s gold imports in May plunged 99% from a year earlier as international air travel

was banned and jewellery shops were closed amid a nationwide lockdown to curb the spread of coronavirus, a government source said. The world’s

second-biggest consumer of the precious metal imported around 1.4 tonnes of gold in May, down from 133.6 tonnes a year ago, said the source, who

declined to be identified because they are not authorised to speak to the media. In value terms, May imports dropped to $76.31 million from to $4.78

billion a year ago, he added.

Gold Speculators Dropped Bullish Bets To 48-Week Low - Large precious metals speculators cut back on their bullish net positions in the Gold futures

markets this week, according to the latest Commitment of Traders (COT) data released by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). The non-

commercial futures contracts of Gold futures, traded by large speculators and hedge funds, totaled a net position of 237,914 contracts in the data

reported through Tuesday, May 26th. This was a weekly decline of -13,874 net contracts from the previous week which had a total of 251,788 net

contracts. Gold speculators continued to decrease their bullish bets in the futures market to a 48-week low-point. Bullish bets have fallen in three out of

the past four weeks and for the tenth time in the past fourteen weeks. The current level is now at the least bullish level since June 25th of 2019.

#  

Central Banks May be Forced to Sell Gold Reserves - The Indian central bank may be forced to sell its gold holding due to huge collapse in economic

growth in the country caused by coronavirus-triggered nationwide lockdowns, which brought the country to a near standstill. Many countries across the

world are being threatened by dramatic fiscal deterioration. This could potentially result in forced selling of gold reserves by many world central banks.

India, with substantial gold holdings, is at risk. It must be noted that India’s official gold reserves had totalled 653 tonnes at the end of March this year.

The country had been regularly adding gold to its official holdings over the past several months. Another potential seller of gold holdings is Saudi Arabia,

whose total holdings currently stand at 323 tonnes. The fiscal pressures had forced the country’s government to triple the value-added-tax (VAT) to 15%.

Furthermore, the government had recently suspended cost of living expenses effective 1st June, 2020.

#  

Contact Details

Kedia Stocks & Commodities Research Pvt Ltd.

SEBI REGISTRATION NUMBER - INH000006156

Mumbai. India. Mobile: 09323406035 / 09819296333 Email: URL: www.kediaadvisory.com

Buy at supports and sell at target. Support broken becomes resistance and a resistance broken becomes support. Always use Stop-loss

never average loss making positions. This report is based on previous closing. levels may change based on next day’s opening price. Please

register on the site for daily levels.Yahoo messenger id is for getting latest levels on your messenger. The call expires once the target is

achieved or the stop-loss is hit.The calls given in this report are valid only for the current day. A trader should understand that, he/she

should not carryforward the trade, unless explicitly stated. DateSource:MCX, NCDEX, COMEX, NYMEX, and other Exchange.

Disclaimer:The calls made herein are for informational purpose and report contains only the viewpoints. We make no representation or

warranty regarding the correctness, accuracy or completeness of any information, and is not responsible for errors of any kind though the

information obtained from the sources, which is believed to be reliable. The information contained herein is strictly confidential and is

meant for the intended recipients. Any alteration, transmission, photocopied distribution in part or in whole or reproduction of any form of

the information without prior consent of Kedia Stocks & Commodities Research Pvt Ltd. is prohibited. The information and data are derived

from the source that are deemed to be reliable the above calls are based on the theory of Technical Analysis. Neither the company nor its

employee is responsible for the Profit (es) &loss (es) arising due to the trader(s). The commodities and derivatives discussed and opinions

expressed in this report may not be suitable for all investors falling under different jurisdictions. All futures entail significant risk, which

should be fully understood prior to trading. Consult your Investment Advisor / Broker before making any

investment.www.kediaadvisory.com

#  

China moves to simplify gold trading - Chinese authorities have reduced documents required for gold trading, which is expected to simplify a complex

procedure. The People's Bank of China (PBC), the country's central bank, and the General Administration of Customs have decided to amend the

regulations on the import and export of gold and gold products. The amendment simplifies the documents that must be submitted to the People's Bank

of China to apply to import and export gold. Regulations previously required institutions applying to export gold to submit a gold reserve certificate at a

gold exchange approved by the State Council. The amendment has removed the requirement that miners must submit a gold production capacity

certificate issued by industrial regulatory departments in order to export gold.

Bullion News


